About the Center

At the Columbia University Center for Technology Management (CTM), we see first-hand that the relationship between business and technology grows ever closer. Accelerating changes created by cutting-edge technologies generate both opportunities and challenges for today’s businesses of all industries and sizes.

Members at CTM receive access to the Center’s vast educational resources and support. The Center’s technology management programs are designed specifically for each member’s company to meet their unique business goals.

CTM is university-wide and the resources and expertise of some of Columbia’s major schools and research centers are available to members, including:

- Columbia Business School
- Columbia Entrepreneurship
- Data Sciences Institute
- Law School
- The Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science
- The School of International and Public Affairs
- The School of Professional Studies
- Teachers College

ctm.columbia.edu
Annual Member Benefits

As a CTM member, companies leverage the Center’s expertise to create strategic differentiation and gain the clarity to lead in this era of technological transformation. Direct access to Center leadership, Columbia faculty, and fellow executives encourages knowledgeable exploration of the intersections of technology and business.

Members also have regular access to Columbia’s leading-edge research on major technology issues. Through affiliates, members stay ahead of current developments in the strategic uses and operational efficiencies of technology.

SELECT LIST OF CTM MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

Aarhus University
Air Force
Air University
G100 Network
IBM
Nutanix
CTM members also have access to ongoing and customizable trainings, education seminars, programs, and more. Learn about all of the available opportunities.

**PERSONAL AND CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS**

Aimed at board members, C-Suite, and executive leaders, the Personal and Corporate Development Programs help cultivate the knowledge needed to develop strategies, make decisions, and create initiatives to strengthen company success. The Personal and Corporate Development Programs comprise three parts:

- **Technical Vitality** helps executives connect with top technology thinkers to discover the latest and most productive trends, allowing them to make the most valid, strategic, and profitable decisions.
- **Personal Brand** empowers executives to build their personal brand, independent of traditional structures, to expand the value they provide and create a new set of opportunities for future growth.
- **Intellectual Legacy** invests in an ongoing transfer of high-level knowledge from executives to the company’s future leaders.

**CTM EVENTS**

CTM presents a range of events throughout the year on topics that are critical and highly compelling to technology leaders at every level, such as:

- The annual CIO Leadership Workshop, designed for high potential IT executives looking to develop and enhance their leadership skills. Workshops are taught by well-respected CIOs.
- “Technology and the CEO,” a presentation highlighting the critical technology issues facing CEOs in the next decade, delivered by Nicholas Donofrio, former EVP of innovation and technology at IBM.

Learn more about upcoming and recent CTM events at [ctm.columbia.edu/events](http://ctm.columbia.edu/events).
Mentorship Opportunities

CTM is home to more than 230 technology mentors who are high-level executives and industry leaders. They come from all over the United States, as well as nearly 20 different countries.

CTM mentors represent industries around the globe including financial services, entrepreneurship, healthcare, insurance, pharmaceuticals, consumer goods and retail, and more. Mentors provide informed and individualized guidance on a regular basis to help member organizations succeed.

Current mentors include representatives from more than 200 companies such as Deutsche Bank, JetBlue, Morgan Stanley, Omnicom, and Sony Music. Mentors include Les Brun, chairman and CEO of Sarr Group, LLC and vice chairman and senior adviser of G100 Companies; Siby Vadakekkara, founder, chairman, and CEO of software services firm Marlabs; Virginia Gambale, managing partner of strategic advisory firm Azimuth Partners, LLC; and Nicholas Donofrio, former executive vice president of Innovation & Technology at IBM.

ctm.columbia.edu/content/mentors
Mentors

Our mentors can be found throughout the world, representing 17 countries and providing student support, lectures, and counsel on technology management challenges and trends.

Australia  Hong Kong  Nigeria
Belgium    India       South Africa
Canada     Ireland     South Korea
England    Japan       Switzerland
France     Mexico      United States
Germany    Netherlands

Bob Tuttle  Fola Ogunsiakan  Siby Vadakekkara  Julia Anderson
CEO and President, Vcommerce  Founder, Cedar Capital  Founder, Chairman, and  Global Chief
                                      Nigeria                  CEO, Marlabs                      Information Officer,
                                      England                 Smithfield Foods
CTM at the Global Center facilitates the collaborative engagement of University faculty, mentors, and partners to provide an understanding of how technology relates to global challenges and the advancement of knowledge.

Columbia University Global Centers

Amman  Beijing  Istanbul
Mumbai  Nairobi  Paris
Rio de Janeiro  Santiago  Tunis
Affiliated Faculty and Executive Staff

Leadership

**Arthure Langer**  
Director, Columbia University Center for Technology Management  
Professor of Professional Practice, Columbia University

**Thomas Cowan**  
Associate Director, Columbia University Center for Technology Management

Governance Board

**Michael Garrett**  
Alumnus, Columbia University

**Jason Healey**  
Senior Research Scholar, Columbia University School of International and Public Affairs

**Sheena Iyengar**  
S. T. Lee Professor of Business, Columbia Business School

**Conrad Johnson**  
Clinical Professor of Law, Columbia Law School

**Soulaymane Kachani**  
Vice Provost, Columbia University  
Senior Vice Dean and Professor of Professional Practice of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Columbia University

**Arthur Langer**  
Director, Columbia University Center for Technology Management, with the Faculty of Arts & Sciences

**Victoria Marsick**  
Professor of Education  
Program Director, Adult Learning & Leadership, Teachers College

**David Park**  
Dean of Strategic Initiatives and Senior Adviser to the Executive Vice President and Dean of the Faculty of Arts & Sciences, Columbia University

**Richard Witten**  
Special Adviser to the President of Columbia University

Executive Advisory Board

**Nicholas Donofrio**  
IBM Fellow Emeritus, Former Executive Vice President, Innovation & Technology, IBM

**Virginia Gambale**  
Managing Partner, Azimuth Partners

**Filippo Passerini**  
Former Group President, Global Business Services and Chief Information Officer, Procter & Gamble
For further information about the Center for Technology Management and to become a member, please contact:
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Columbia University
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Center for Technology Management
Columbia University
203-482-1186
tc2804@columbia.edu
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Executive Assistant
Center for Technology Management
Columbia University
212-870-2243
hb2570@columbia.edu
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